18" DOLLS WITH FASHIONABLY FUN OUTFITS AND ACCESSORIES

ourgeneration.com
Our Generation® is bigger than a toy company. We invite girls into a community of empowerment and play, a place where their collective voices create the narrative of their generation.

It’s impossible to separate Our Generation® characters from the generation of girls who play with them, for they are one and the same. They are our daughters and our nieces. The girls who sell us cookies, walk our dogs and do cartwheels down the block.

Through the books and the dolls, Our Generation® heroines come to life in the hands and minds of the girls of this generation. They become best friends and role models. Someone who understands what it’s like to be a girl in a time and place filled with so many pressures, but also so many freedoms and opportunities.

Together, they act out forming positive relationships, overcoming personal hurdles and having fun. Making the right choices and even dealing with what happens when they make the wrong ones. Preparing for what lies ahead while realizing just how important it is to embrace today.
Dolls

Themes

Accessories

Clothing

Extras

Equestrian

Dolls
Regular Dolls

Where stories & dreams are made!

Sarah™
BD31290Z
UPC: 062243263581
Case Pack: 2

Violet Anna®
BD31076Z
UPC: 062243306400
Case Pack: 2

Naty™
BD31208Z
UPC: 062243351929
Case Pack: 2

Clarissa™
BD31177Z
UPC: 062243346420
Case Pack: 2

Holly™
BD31002Z
UPC: 062243328273
Case Pack: 2

Amalia™
BD31232Z
UPC: 062243404991
Case Pack: 2

Alexa™
BD31106Z
UPC: 062243306400
Case Pack: 2

Bina™
BD31227Z
UPC: 062243404892
Case Pack: 2

Millie™
BD31252Z
UPC: 062243420700
Case Pack: 2

Rafaella™
BD31230Z
UPC: 062243404953
Case Pack: 2

Lea Rose™
BD31171Z
UPC: 062243351974
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
These boys are ready for adventure!

Franco™
BD31251Z
UPC: 062243407138
Case Pack: 2

Rafael™
BD31155Z
UPC: 062243444730
Case Pack: 2

Gabe™
BD31197Z
UPC: 062243401976
Case Pack: 2

Florence®
BD31149Z
UPC: 062243415409
Case Pack: 2

Jovie™
BD31167Z
UPC: 062243350779
Case Pack: 2

Arlee®
BD31104Z
UPC: 062243324077
Case Pack: 2

April®
BD31078Z
UPC: 062243306424
Case Pack: 2

Ayla™
BD31008Z
UPC: 062243306424
Case Pack: 2

Vienna®
BD31010Z
UPC: 062243324060
Case Pack: 2

Maria®
BD31166Z
UPC: 062243429109
Case Pack: 2

Lucy Grace®
BD31184Z
UPC: 062243402072
Case Pack: 2
Ride & shine with the OG® riding dolls!

Mila™
BD31235Z
UPC: 062243405059
Case Pack: 2

Amina™
BD31299Z
UPC: 062243429178
Case Pack: 2

Valencia™
BD3108Z
UPC: 062243328280
Case Pack: 2

Sienna®
BD31022Z
UPC: 062243265280
Case Pack: 2

Lili™
BD31154Z
UPC: 062243344754
Case Pack: 2

Maricela®
BD31233Z
UPC: 062243405011
Case Pack: 2

Maeva™
BD31066Z
UPC: 062243318564
Case Pack: 2

Malika™
BD31287Z
UPC: 062243422025
Case Pack: 2

Montana Faye™
BD3103Z
UPC: 062243410893
Case Pack: 2

Leah™
BD31066Z
UPC: 062243329539
Case Pack: 2

Catarina™
BD3102Z
UPC: 062243328666
Case Pack: 2
Let's create memories with our dolls!

**Regular Dolls**

- **Riya™**
  - BD31253Z
  - UPC: 062243420717
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Halia™**
  - BD31128Z
  - UPC: 062243325777
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Ivory™**
  - BD31237Z
  - UPC: 062243405097
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Bria™**
  - BD31199Z
  - UPC: 062243430303
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Hope™**
  - BD31085Z
  - UPC: 062243306648
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Milana™**
  - BD31236Z
  - UPC: 062243405073
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Talita™**
  - BD31140Z
  - UPC: 062243350588
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Haven™**
  - BD31089Z
  - UPC: 062243321946
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Jackie™**
  - BD31085Z
  - UPC: 062243306648
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Terry™**
  - BD61000AZ
  - UPC: 062243415300
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Ruby™**
  - BD61000AZ
  - UPC: 062243415300
  - Case Pack: 2

- **New!**
  - BD61007Z
  - UPC: 062243329546
  - Case Pack: 2

- **New!**
  - BD31253Z
  - UPC: 062243420717
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Ivory™**
  - BD31237Z
  - UPC: 062243405097
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Bria™**
  - BD31199Z
  - UPC: 062243430303
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Hope™**
  - BD31085Z
  - UPC: 062243306648
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Milana™**
  - BD31236Z
  - UPC: 062243405073
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Talita™**
  - BD31140Z
  - UPC: 062243350588
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Haven™**
  - BD31089Z
  - UPC: 062243321946
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Jackie™**
  - BD31085Z
  - UPC: 062243306648
  - Case Pack: 2
Deluxe dolls are possible!

Shannon™
BD31026ATZ
UPC: 062243275799
Case Pack: 2
BD31026Z (no book)
UPC: 062243275805
Case Pack: 2

Deluxe dolls are possible!

Nahla®
BD31064ATZ
UPC: 062243106462
Case Pack: 2
BD31064Z (no book)
UPC: 062243308572
Case Pack: 2

Deluxe dolls are possible!

Layla™
BD31042ATZ
UPC: 062243285033
Case Pack: 2
BD31042Z (no book)
UPC: 062243281134
Case Pack: 2

Deluxe dolls are possible!

Willow™
BD31143AZ
UPC: 062243452534
Case Pack: 2
BD31143Z (no book)
UPC: 062243452541
Case Pack: 2

Making warm memories and singing cool campfire songs!

Beauty is in bloom! This gardening gear is as pretty as the flowers you’re growing.

We’re reaching for the stars!
Deluxe dolls are posable!

Mienna™
BD31244AZ
UPC: 062243420748
Case Pack: 2
BD31244Z (no book)
UPC: 062243405223
Case Pack: 2

Rayna™
BD31254AZ
UPC: 062243415706
Case Pack: 2
BD31254Z (no book)
UPC: 062243415690
Case Pack: 2

Fun & giggles are always on the menu!

Rayna works in the Grill to Go Food Truck!

Truck sold separately

Deluxe dolls are posable!
We love meeting new friends!

Deluxe dolls are possible!

Hally™
BD31285AZ
UPC: 062243427679
Case Pack: 2
BD31285Z (no book)
UPC: 062243427686
Case Pack: 2

We’re saddling our own horses and blazing our own trails!

Deluxe dolls are possible!

Lily Anna®
BD31009AZ
UPC: 062243402003
Case Pack: 2
BD31009Z (no book)
UPC: 062243402010
Case Pack: 2

All my friends will sign my cast!

Deluxe dolls are possible!

Martha™
BD31272AZ
UPC: 0622434030310
Case Pack: 2
BD31272Z (no book)
UPC: 0622434030327
Case Pack: 2

We’re saddling our own horses and blazing our own trails!

Deluxe dolls are possible!

Tamera™
BD31192AZ
UPC: 062243402003
Case Pack: 2
BD31192Z (no book)
UPC: 062243402010
Case Pack: 2

Themes

Accessories

Clothing

Equestrian

Extras

DELUXE DOLLS

Themes

Accessories

Clothing

Equestrian

Extras

20
Deluxe Dolls

Twinkle your toes and dance the night away!

Isa™
BD31000ATZ
UPC: 062243311444
Case Pack: 2
BD31000Z (no book)
UPC: 062243317857
Case Pack: 2

Sia™
BD31113ATZ
UPC: 06224332183
Case Pack: 2

Sydney Lee™
BD31099ATZ
UPC: 062243311411
Case Pack: 2
BD31099Z (no book)
UPC: 062243317857
Case Pack: 2

Sabina™
BD31114ATZ
UPC: 062243331440
Case Pack: 2

DELUXE DOLLS
Themes
Clothing
Accessories
Equestrian
Extras

Let’s have a pizza party!

Microscope has functional lens & light!

The twins areposable!
Deluxe Dolls

**Jenny™**
BD31173ATZ
UPC: 062243349643
Case Pack: 2
BD31173Z (no book)
UPC: 062243345836
Case Pack: 2

**Reese™**
BD31044ATZ
UPC: 062243285040
Case Pack: 2
BD31044Z (no book)
UPC: 062243281158
Case Pack: 2

**Lorelei™**
BD31286AZ
UPC: 062243324176
Case Pack: 2
BD31286Z (no book)
UPC: 062243323896
Case Pack: 2

**Coral™**
BD31065ATZ
UPC: 062243306479
Case Pack: 2
BD31065Z (no book)
UPC: 062243308589
Case Pack: 2

---

**Themes**

Deluxe dolls are posable!

Fun & giggles are always on the menu!

Ready to hit the road?

Award Winner!
Naya™
BD31164AZ
UPC: 062243444761
Case Pack: 2
BD31164Z (no book)
UPC: 062243441837
Case Pack: 2
Katelyn™
BD31176AZ
UPC: 062243401983
Case Pack: 2
BD31176Z (no book)
UPC: 062243401990
Case Pack: 2
Noelle™
BD31250AZ
UPC: 062243421493
Case Pack: 2
BD31250Z (no book)
UPC: 062243421493
Case Pack: 2

Twinkle your toes and skate the night away!

Brrr...We are enjoying the great outdoors in style.

Deluxe dolls are posable!

NEW!
Hairgrow Dolls

Professional Dolls

Robot winds up and walks!

Kathleen™
BD31288Z
UPC: 062243422841
Case Pack: 2

Kaihily™
BD31200Z
UPC: 062243402133
Case Pack: 2

Seabrook®
BD31158Z
UPC: 062243350748
Case Pack: 2

New!

Kathleen™
BD31288Z
UPC: 062243422841
Case Pack: 2

Kaihily™
BD31200Z
UPC: 062243402133
Case Pack: 2

Seabrook®
BD31158Z
UPC: 062243350748
Case Pack: 2

New!

Amelia Ann™
BD31120Z
UPC: 062243328327
Case Pack: 2

Olinda™
BD31264Z
UPC: 062243426894
Case Pack: 2

Nicola®
BD31119Z
UPC: 062243328303
Case Pack: 2

Awards Winner!

The otoscope lights up!

Speakerphone works!

Showing you care that it is good medicine!
Helping pets in need is a pleasure indeed!

The otoscope lights up!

Posable dolls with movable joints!

The otoscope lights up!

Paloma™
BD31161Z
UPC: 062243349414
Case Pack: 2
Pet sold separately

Anais™
BD31157Z
UPC: 062243344778
Case Pack: 2
Pet sold separately

Shayla™
BD31292Z
UPC: 062243438217
Case Pack: 2

Erin™
BD31291Z
UPC: 062243438200
Case Pack: 2

Posable dolls with movable joints!

Possible doll with movable joints!

Paloma™ with movable joints!

Anais™ with movable joints!

Wind-up music box!

Heroes in need is a pleasure indeed!

Helping pets in need is a pleasure indeed!

The otoscope lights up!

The otoscope lights up!

Wind-up music box!

Heroes in need is a pleasure indeed!

Helping pets in need is a pleasure indeed!

The otoscope lights up!

The otoscope lights up!

Wind-up music box!

Heroes in need is a pleasure indeed!

Helping pets in need is a pleasure indeed!

The otoscope lights up!
Meagan™
BD31242Z
UPC: 062243405196
Case Pack: 2

Cassie™
BD31243Z
UPC: 062243405219
Case Pack: 2

Malia™
BD31202Z
UPC: 062243403338
Case Pack: 2

Leslie™
BD31201Z
UPC: 062243355774
Case Pack: 2

Audra™
BD31080Z
UPC: 062243330122
Case Pack: 2

Let's go to
to the dog park!
Deco Dolls

NEW!

Aisha™
BD3127Z
UPC: 062243352094
Case Pack: 2

Luana™
BD3126Z
UPC: 062243352070
Case Pack: 2

Rosalyn®
BD31178Z
UPC: 062243345881
Case Pack: 2
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NEW!
Hula Hooray™
BD30293Z
UPC: 062243351684
Case Pack: 8

Underwater Wonder™
BD30335Z
UPC: 062243346048
Case Pack: 8

Dreaming up a Rainbow™
BD30337Z
UPC: 062243346062
Case Pack: 8

Trip of Your Dreams™
BD30331Z
UPC: 062243346000
Case Pack: 8

Market Day™
BD30358Z
UPC: 062243414501
Case Pack: 8

Cloudy Cuddles™
BD30433Z
UPC: 062243425088
Case Pack: 8

REGULAR CLOTHING
Regular Clothing

**Wish Come True™**
BD30332Z
UPC: 062243324084
Case Pack: 8

**That’s How I Roll™**
BD30133Z
UPC: 062243324121
Case Pack: 8

**Roll with It™**
BD30242Z
UPC: 062243324084
Case Pack: 8

**Wish Come True™**
BD30394Z
UPC: 062243405592
Case Pack: 8

**Trendy Traveler™**
BD30385Z
UPC: 062243405417
Case Pack: 8

**Bright & Brisk™**
BD30391Z
UPC: 062243405530
Case Pack: 8

**Unicorn Express™**
BD30385Z
UPC: 062243405417
Case Pack: 8

**Dolls sold separately**

NEW!

REGULAR CLOTHING

Themes

Accessories

Equestrian

Clothing

Dolls

Extras

Dolls sold separately
New!

Fun Day Sun Day™
BD30096Z
UPC: 062243413719
Case Pack: 8

Dolls sold separately

Playtime Pets™
BD30429Z
UPC: 06224327556
Case Pack: 8

Slice of Fun™
BD30241Z
UPC: 06224332414
Case Pack: 8

Healthy Paws™
BD30316Z
UPC: 062243343986
Case Pack: 8

Theater Threads™
BD30386Z
UPC: 062243405486
Case Pack: 8

Winning Wardrobe™
BD30387Z
UPC: 062243405445
Case Pack: 8

Regular Clothing

Themes

Equestrian

Accessories

Extras

Dolls sold separately
REGULAR CLOTHING

Dolls sold separately

A Pug-jama Party™
BD30390Z
UPC: 062243405516
Case Pack: 8

B Morning, Noon and Nighty™
BD30062Z
UPC: 062243288831
Case Pack: 8

C Snuggle Monster™
BD30371Z
UPC: 062243352278
Case Pack: 8

D Llama Lullabies™
BD30388Z
UPC: 062243405479
Case Pack: 8

E Good Night, Sleep Tight™
BD30217Z
UPC: 062243414297
Case Pack: 8

F Dream Come True™
BD30292Z
UPC: 062243404175
Case Pack: 8
A Splash of Fun™
BD30310Z
UPC: 062243415294
Case Pack: 8

Classroom Cutie™
BD30411Z
UPC: 062243410565
Case Pack: 8

Cutie Fruity™
BD30373Z
UPC: 062243352315
Case Pack: 8

Fun Fur Fall™
BD30314Z
UPC: 062243349384
Case Pack: 8

Winter Style™
BD30252Z
UPC: 062243329560
Case Pack: 8

Fuzzy Feelings™
BD30389Z
UPC: 062243405493
Case Pack: 8

Dolls sold separately

REGULAR CLOTHING
Themes
Accessories
Clothing
Equestrian
Extras
REGULAR CLOTHING
Themes
Accessories
Clothing
Equestrian
Extras
Regular Clothing

 Themes

 NEW!

 Head To-Mia-Toes™
 BD30442Z
 UPC: 06224343342
 Case Pack: 8

 NEW!

 Puppy Love™
 BD30448Z
 UPC: 062243428652
 Case Pack: 8

 NEW!

 Popcorn Pizzazz™
 BD30593Z
 UPC: 062243405578
 Case Pack: 8

 NEW!

 My Lucky Horseshoe™
 BD30359Z
 UPC: 062243403352
 Case Pack: 8

 NEW!

 Soda Pop Sweetheart™
 BD60013Z
 UPC: 062243307698
 Case Pack: 8

 NEW!

 Beach Belle™
 BD60044Z
 UPC: 062243351332
 Case Pack: 8

 NEW!

 Dance Party™
 BD60047Z
 UPC: 062243349391
 Case Pack: 8

 RETRO CLOTHING

 Dolls sold separately.
NEW!

A. Class Act™
   - BD30277Z
   - UPC: 062243329584
   - Case Pack: 4

B. Warm Wayfarer™
   - BD30403Z
   - UPC: 062243405776
   - Case Pack: 4

C. Cocoa Cozy™
   - BD30318Z
   - UPC: 062243344853
   - Case Pack: 4

D. Brighten Up a Rainy Day™
   - BD30299Z
   - UPC: 062243349278
   - Case Pack: 4

E. Cozy Camper™
   - BD30402Z
   - UPC: 062243405752
   - Case Pack: 4

F. Director’s Cut™
   - BD30295Z
   - UPC: 062243349278
   - Case Pack: 4

Deluxe Clothing

Themes

Accessories
**DELUXE CLOTHING**

**New!**

- **Happy Travels™**
  - BD30420Z
  - UPC: 062243410749
  - Case Pack: 4

- **Cute to Scoot™**
  - BD30200Z
  - UPC: 062243288430
  - Case Pack: 4

Dolls sold separately

**Themes**

- **Equestrian**
  - Fashion Notes™
  - BD30308Z
  - UPC: 062243349346
  - Case Pack: 4

- **Clothing**
  - Perfect Score™
  - BD30266Z
  - UPC: 062243289591
  - Case Pack: 4

- **Accessories**
  - Owl Be Cruisin™
  - BD30377Z
  - UPC: 062243352384
  - Case Pack: 4

- **Dolls**
  - Leaps and Bounds™
  - BD30244Z
  - UPC: 062243322257
  - Case Pack: 4
Deluxe Clothing

**Deluxe Clothing**

**Themes**

**Accessories**

**Equestrian**

**Clothing**

**Dolls**

**Extras**

**NEW!**

**Sunshine & Stars**
BD30341Z
UPC: 062243346116
Case Pack: 4

**Bright as the Sun**
BD30246Z
UPC: 062243324152
Case Pack: 4

**Celebration Style**
BD30320Z
UPC: 062243344877
Case Pack: 4

**Seaside Dreaming**
BD30398Z
UPC: 062243405677
Case Pack: 4

**Get Well Soon**
BD30284Z
UPC: 062243328457
Case Pack: 4

**Booboo Kisses**
BD30287Z
UPC: 062243349544
Case Pack: 4

Dolls sold separately
Deluxe Clothing

- **Alpaca your Bags™**
  - BD30419Z
  - UPC: 062243410725
  - Case Pack: 4
  - Dolls sold separately

- **Well Groomed™**
  - BD30267Z
  - UPC: 062243411012
  - Case Pack: 4

- **Riding in Style™**
  - BD30526Z
  - UPC: 062243344846
  - Case Pack: 4

- **Ice Cream Dreams™**
  - BD30350Z
  - UPC: 062243355743
  - Case Pack: 4

- **Bear Hugs™**
  - BD30327Z
  - UPC: 062243328440
  - Case Pack: 4

- **Snuggle Up!™**
  - BD30350Z
  - UPC: 062243355743
  - Case Pack: 4

Dolls sold separately.
Deluxe Clothing

Dolls sold separately

B

VINTAGE FASHIONS

Retro Outfits

Today’s Special™

Fashion Flight™

Secret Agent Style™

Best Actress™

NEW!

DELUXE CLOTHING

RETRO CLOTHING

Themes

Accessories

Deluxe Retro Outfit Assortment

Dolls sold separately

A

Opening Night™

BD30298Z

UPC: 062243344815

Case Pack: 4

B

Fashion Fiesta™

BD30294Z

UPC: 062243351707

Case Pack: 4

C

Fiesta in Flower™

BD30333Z

UPC: 062243346024

Case Pack: 4

NEW!

NEW!
Equestrian Themes
Accessories
Clothing
Dolls
Extras
Doll, horse and foals sold separately.

**Equestrian Themes**

- **Acres of Adventure Horse Barn™**
  - BD37932Z
  - UPC: 062243428188
  - Case Pack: 1

- **Saddle Up Stables™**
  - BD37880Z
  - UPC: 062243408289
  - Case Pack: 1

- **Sterling Gray Horse**
  - BD38155Z
  - UPC: 062243405899
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Pinto Horse**
  - BD38017Z
  - UPC: 062243306547
  - Case Pack: 2

- **Clydesdale Horse**
  - BD38025Z
  - UPC: 062243318304
  - Case Pack: 2

- **From Hair to There Palomino Paint Horse**
  - BD38030Z
  - UPC: 062243350786
  - Case Pack: 2

**NEW!**

- **Plastic Horse Barn!**
  - BD37932Z
  - UPC: 062243428188
  - Case Pack: 1

- **Wooden Horse Barn!**
  - BD37880Z
  - UPC: 062243408289
  - Case Pack: 1

**Trail ride, anyone?**
Dolls and clothing sold separately.

1. **From Hair to There Camarillo Horse**
   - BD38003Z
   - UPC: 06243263642
   - Case Pack: 2

2. **Thoroughbred Posable Horse**
   - BD38037Z
   - UPC: 06243261868
   - Case Pack: 2

3. **Posable Morgan Horse**
   - BD38146Z
   - UPC: 06243261535
   - Case Pack: 2

4. **Caramelle Chestnut Foal**
   - BD38157Z
   - UPC: 06243405936
   - Case Pack: 2

5. **Black Velvet Foal**
   - BD38041Z
   - UPC: 06243355183
   - Case Pack: 2

6. **Quarter Horse Foal**
   - BD38002Z
   - UPC: 06243252660
   - Case Pack: 2

**NEW!**

7. **Palomino Foal**
   - BD38012Z
   - UPC: 06243281318
   - Case Pack: 2

8. **Lipizzaner Foal**
   - BD38001Z
   - UPC: 06243256200
   - Case Pack: 2

9. **Mustang Foal**
   - BD38020Z
   - UPC: 06243235988
   - Case Pack: 2

From Hair to There Camarillo Horse: This horse is posable!

Thoroughbred Posable Horse: This horse is posable!

Posable Morgan Horse: This horse is posable!

Caramelle Chestnut Foal: NEW!

Black Velvet Foal: NEW!
Accessories

Equestrian

Clothing

Dolls

Extras

Accessories

Themes
**Camera’s Rolling!™**
BD37847Z
UPC: 062243406797
Case Pack: 4

**Cinema Snacks™**
BD37848Z
UPC: 062243419858
Case Pack: 4

**Morning on the Move™**
BD37884Z
UPC: 062243412811
Case Pack: 4

**OG Grill Juice Bar Set™**
BD37501Z
UPC: 06224352964
Case Pack: 4
**PEGGED ACCESSORIES**

**Rodeo Play Set™**
BD37284Z
UPC: 062243306806
Case Pack: 4

**Hay and Neigh Care Set™**
BD37476Z
UPC: 062243403345
Case Pack: 4

**OG Explorers™**
BD37255Z
UPC: 062243306783
Case Pack: 4

**Around the Campfire™**
BD37254Z
UPC: 062243306776
Case Pack: 4

Dolls and clothing sold separately.
**PEGGED ACCESSORIES**

**R.V. Seeing You Camper Accessory Set™**
BD37060Z
UPC: 062243265448
Case Pack: 4

**What a Trek Set™**
BD37088Z
UPC: 062243307742
Case Pack: 4

**Polka Dot Camping Set™**
BD37050Z
UPC: 062243262157
Case Pack: 4

**Happy Camper Set™**
BD37430Z
UPC: 062243344891
Case Pack: 4

**Off to School™**
BD37326Z
UPC: 062243328471
Case Pack: 4

**Camper Accessory Set**

**What a Trek Set**

**Polka Dot Camping Set**

**Happy Camper Set**

**Off to School**

**Cool knapsack!**

Doll and clothing sold separately.

New!

Great adventures in the great outdoors!
PEGGED ACCESSORIES

Sweet sleepover fun for everyone!

A Sleepover Party Set™
BD37037Z
UPC: 062243265462
Case Pack: 4
Dolls and clothing sold separately

B Polka Dot Sleepover Set™
BD37101Z
UPC: 062243262164
Case Pack: 4

A Bon Voyage Travel Set™
BD37136Z
UPC: 062243288454
Case Pack: 4

B Luggage and Travel Set™
BD37507Z
UPC: 062243262126
Case Pack: 4

NEW!
PEGGED ACCESSORIES

A. Art Class Supplies™
BD37384Z
UPC: 062243340251
Case Pack: 4

B. Dancing Feet™
BD37383Z
UPC: 062243344907
Case Pack: 4

C. Tea for Two™
BD37137Z
UPC: 062243288461
Case Pack: 4

D. R.S.B.Me Party Planning Set™
BD37033Z
UPC: 062243252769
Case Pack: 4

E. Garden Party™
BD37305Z
UPC: 062243322233
Case Pack: 4

Dolls, clothing, table and chairs sold separately.

NEW!

It's party time!
Pack a lunch with a friend and share all the goodies!

A

NEW!

Packed for a Picnic™

BD37110Z

UPC: 062243307759

Case Pack: 4

Dolls and clothing sold separately

B

NEW!

Growing My Way™

BD37500Z

UPC: 06224352957

Case Pack: 4

Dolls, clothing and salon chair sold separately

A

NEW!

Sick at Home Set™

BD37135Z

UPC: 062243288447

Case Pack: 4

A

NEW!

Run for Fun™

BD37477Z

UPC: 062243403468

Case Pack: 4

A

NEW!

Sp-aaaah Day Set™

BD37105Z

UPC: 062243265455

Case Pack: 4

A

Dolls, clothing and salon chair sold separately
Pegged Accessories

Dolls, clothing and salon chair sold separately

A

B

C

NEW!

Doll’s, clothing and ice cream truck sold separately

Let’s Hear It For the Curl™

BD37038Z
UPC: 062243253063
Case Pack: 4

Attached at the Clip™

BD37039Z
UPC: 062243253070
Case Pack: 4

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Dolls, clothing and ice cream truck sold separately

Sweet Stop Playset™

BD37306Z
UPC: 062243324039
Case Pack: 4

Pet Care Playset™

BD37327Z
UPC: 062243328488
Case Pack: 4

Cat Pet Set™

BD37472Z
UPC: 062243402041
Case Pack: 4

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
Retro Pegged Accessories

Retro Accessories

- Let It Roll! Accessory Set™
  - BD67056Z
  - UPC: 06224353152
  - Case Pack: 4

- Retro Records™
  - BD67037Z
  - UPC: 062243328495
  - Case Pack: 4

- Out to the Ballgame™
  - BD67042Z
  - UPC: 06224351899
  - Case Pack: 4

- Way to Grow™
  - BD37208Z
  - UPC: 06224309043
  - Case Pack: 2

- Patio Treats Trolley™
  - BD37887Z
  - UPC: 06224314969
  - Case Pack: 2

Dolls and clothing sold separately
MEDIUM ACCESSORIES

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!

A Picnic Table Set™
BD35175Z
UPC: 062243446359
Case Pack: 2

B Home Desk Set™
BD35123Z
UPC: 062243427716
Case Pack: 2

C Elementary Class Playset™
BD35109Z
UPC: 062243338562
Case Pack: 2

D Well Traveled Luggage Set™
BD35110Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

NEW!
**New!**

**Farmer’s Market Set<sup>™</sup>**

BD37972Z  
UPC: 062243428133  
Case Pack: 2

Dolls and clothing sold separately

**New!**

**OG School Room Science Lab<sup>™</sup>**

BD37431Z  
UPC: 062243344938  
Case Pack: 2
A nice bath makes every day more beautiful!

Owl Be Relaxing Bathtub Set™
BD37035Z
UPC: 062243256217
Case Pack: 2

Berry Nice Salon Set™
BD37034Z
UPC: 062243252783
Case Pack: 2

OG Surprise Calendar™
BD37968Z
UPC: 062243425842
Case Pack: 2
NEW! OG's Juice Bar™
BD35117Z
UPC: 062243353008
Case Pack: 2

NEW! Peaceful Pergola™
BD37991Z
UPC: 062243428997
Case Pack: 2

NEW! Mini Suite Tent™
BD37209Z
UPC: 062243307766
Case Pack: 2

NEW! Kayak Adventure Set™
BD37281Z
UPC: 062243309050
Case Pack: 2

NEW! Heals On Wheels™
BD37988Z
UPC: 062243346260
Case Pack: 2

Dolls, clothing and Suite Teepee™ sold separately

We match! See kid sized tent p.116!

Dolls and clothing sold separately
Large Accessories

A. Gourmet Kitchen Set™
BD37410Z
UPC: 062243334021
Case Pack: 1

B. Gourmet Kitchen Set™
BD37365Z
UPC: 062243328532
Case Pack: 1

Gourmet Kitchen Set™
BD37086Z
UPC: 062243263758
Case Pack: 1

Dolls and clothing sold separately

NEW!

Dinner at 8? Great!
Large Accessories

What tasty treats will we bake next?

Master Baker Set
BD37282Z
UPC: 062243334700
Case Pack: 1

Retro Hot Dog Cart™
BD67040Z
UPC: 062243334700
Case Pack: 1

Dolls, clothing, table and kitchen sold separately.

Dolls and clothing sold separately.
Stay warm & toasty! Warming up with a cup of hot chocolate!

OG Cozy Cabin™
BD37961Z
UPC: 062243435476
Case Pack: 1

Assembled dimensions: 23"L (58.42cm) x 20"W (50.80cm) x 21.50"H (54.61cm)

Dolls and clothing sold separately
Friends, popcorn & fun movies! An awesome time guaranteed!

Comes with 50 pieces!

Fringing popcorn machine!

Changeable movie poster!

Letter board with 76 letters!

Yummy goodies at the movies!

OG Cinema Movie Theater Set™

BD37857Z

UPC: 062243406995

Case Pack: 1

Assembled dimensions: 21.25”L (54cm) x 29”W (74cm) x 23.85”H (61cm)

NEW!

Dolls and clothing sold separately
Dolls and clothing sold separately

New!
Room to Grow Greenhouse™
BD37510Z
UPC: 062243353107
Case Pack: 1

All you need to grow happy plants!

New!
OG Express™
BD37856Z
UPC: 062243406971
Case Pack: 1

Dolls and clothing sold separately
New! Seaside Beach House™
BD37980Z
UPC: 062243407251
Case Pack: 1

Awesome Academy™
BD37300Z
UPC: 062243338173
Case Pack: 1

“Welcome” to my house!

Dolls and clothing sold separately

Iconic Accessories

Themes

Clothing

Accessories

Equestrian

Pull-out bed for sweet dreams!

Light-up star projector!

Kettle whistle & stove makes sound!

Seashell sound!

Comes with 75 pieces!
Healthy Paws Vet Clinic™
BD37965Z
UPC: 062243346536
Case Pack: 1
Dolls, clothing and pups sold separately.

Bite to Eat Diner™
BD67067Z
UPC: 062243407237
Case Pack: 1

Product components may vary from image.
Retro Accessories

You’re on a roll, with fun to spare!

Comes with 53 pieces!

Let it Roll! Bowling Alley™

BD67039Z
UPC: 062243346307
Case Pack: 1

Dolls and clothing sold separately

Glowing lights, glowing heart!

What’s your shoe size?

Hot dog ferris wheel!

How do you roll!

What’s your shoe size?
**HOME ACCESSORIES**

**Scrollwork Bed™**
BD37879Z
UPC: 062243408265
Case Pack: 1

**Wooden Wardrobe™**
BD37398Z
UPC: 062243252813
Case Pack: 1

**Dream Bunks™**
BD37882Z
UPC: 062243408555
Case Pack: 1

Dolls and clothing sold separately.

Themes

- Equestrian
- Clothing
- Accessories

A dream come true—for two!
Includes starlight chandelier!

Let’s have lunch together!

Clip it onto the table top!

Get dolled up!

HOME ACCESSORIES

Suite Tent™
BD37123Z
UPC: 062243293519
Case Pack: 2

BD37123X
UPC: 062243345737
Case Pack: 2

Let’s Hang Clip-On Chair™
BD37412Z
UPC: 062243339994
Case Pack: 2

BD37412Z
UPC: 062243325872
Case Pack: 2

Sitting Pretty Salon Chair™
BD37337Z
UPC: 062243315587
Case Pack: 2

BD37337Z
UPC: 062243315587
Case Pack: 2

Dolls and clothing sold separately.
Carlcy your doll everywhere!

Big on Style, Small in Size. Perfect for an overnight.

Pack your doll and clothing!

Going My Way Doll Carrier™
BD37331Z
UPC: 062243314207
Case Pack: 2

Hop On Carrier™
BD37237Z
UPC: 062243314399
Case Pack: 2

Carry On Dreaming™
BD39002Z
UPC: 062243346321
Case Pack: 1

Get carried away! Without leaving a thing behind!

Lots of storage!
**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES**

**NEW!**

**OG Bicycle**
BD39000Z
UPC: 062243433953
Case Pack: 1

Includes basket for storage & doll seat and a helmet!

**NEW!**

**By My Side Scooter**
BD39005Z
UPC: 062243422971
Case Pack: 1

Doll carrier included!

**NEW!**

**OG Carry Me Bicycle Seat**
BD37415Z
UPC: 062243346291
Case Pack: 2

Bikette, light up!

Dolls and clothing sold separately / Bicycle and helmet not included.

**Themes**

Equestrian
Clothing
**Accessories**
Extras

Take a ride with your favorite doll!

Fun rides on the back seat!

Dolls and clothing sold separately / Helmet not included.
Additional Accessories

OG Doll Hair Care™
BD37446Z
UPC: 062243348417
Case Pack: 6/12
Dolls and clothing sold separately

By My Side Doll Stand™
BD37777Z
UPC: 062243288485
Case Pack: 2/6

OG Party Decorations™
BD39007Z
UPC: 062243435063

OG Party Place Setting™
BD39008Z
UPC: 062243435070

OG Party Planning™
BD39009Z
UPC: 062243435087

OG Decorating Kit™
BD39010Z
UPC: 062243435094

OG Wrapping Set™
BD39012Z
UPC: 062243435117
Case Pack: 0

OG Wrapping Set™
BD39013Z
UPC: 062243435124
Case Pack: 0
Holiday Themes
Accessories
Equestrian Clothing
Dolls
Extras
Let the holiday celebrations begin!

Ivory™
BD31237Z
UPC: 062243405097
Case Pack: 2

Bria™
BD31199Z
UPC: 062243405013
Case Pack: 2

Noelle™
BD31250Z
UPC: 062243421493
Case Pack: 2

Hope™
BD31085Z
UPC: 062243306448
Case Pack: 2

Milana™
BD31236Z
UPC: 062243405073
Case Pack: 2

Haven™
BD31089Z
UPC: 062243321946
Case Pack: 2

We love meeting new friends!
Stay warm & toasty! Warming up with a cup of hot chocolate!

Light & Sound Fireplaces

Stove burners, light up!

Comes with 26 pieces!

Staying cozy with hot chocolate!
Time for a holiday adventure!

Cold weather fashion that will warm your heart!

Winter Wonder Sled™
BD37353Z
UPC: 062243318335
Case Pack: 2

Winter Style™
BD30252Z
UPC: 062243329560
Case Pack: 2

Clydesdale Horse™
BD38025Z
UPC: 062243318304
Case Pack: 2
NEW!

OG Surprise Calendar™
BD37968Z
UPC: 062243425842
Case Pack: 2

Dolls, clothing and decor sold separately

Doll sold separately
Vehicles
OG Rescue Ambulance™
BD37959Z
UPC: 062243437845
Case Pack: 1

**NEW!**

**Comes with 30 pieces!**

**Rolling to the rescue!**
**Ready to transport!**

**Mask connects to oxygen machine!**

**Sensory panel to check doll’s heart!**

**Flashing Lights & Sounds!**

**Stretcher easily folds!**

**Driver’s door opens!**

**Ramp pulls out!**

**Oscilloscope gauge lights up!**

**Pupil gauge lights up!**

Dolls and clothing sold separately.
**VEHICLES**

**Anywhere You Cruise Bicycle™**
- BD37392Z
- UPC: 062243334663
- Case Pack: 2

**OG Ride Along Scooter™**
- BD37389Z
- UPC: 062243334656
- Case Pack: 1

**Ride in Style Scooter™**
- BD37131Z
- 1 scooter and 1 helmet. Dolls and clothing sold separately.
- UPC: 062243322295
- Case Pack: 2

**Ride in Style Scooter™**
- BD37360Z
- 1 scooter and 1 helmet. Dolls and clothing sold separately.
- UPC: 062243314429
- Case Pack: 2

**Fun features:**
- Turn the handgrips for engine sound.
- Press the horn button for the horn sound.
- Press the button for the headlights.
- Squeeze brake levers to activate tail light.

**Storage seat for yummy treats!**

**Always ready to go places!**

- Dolls and clothing pup sold separately
- Dolls and clothing sold separately
- Doll and clothing sold separately

**Themes**

- Equestrian
- Clothing
- Accessories
- Extras

**Dolls**

**Accessories**
Grill To Go Food Truck™

NEW!
Comes with 54 pieces!

Yummy in your tummy!
Plug in string of lights Light UP!

Fun features:
A. Turn wheel left or right for signal lights.
B. Press wiper button for wiper action.
C. Press light button for cruising in the dark.
D. Press music button to play 3 songs.
E. Handy glove compartment opens for extra storage.
F. Press brake pedal for the lights to flash.

Comes with 54 pieces!

Sweet Stop Ice Cream Truck™

Award Winner!
Comes with 128 pieces!

Fun features:
A. Turn wheel left or right for signal lights.
B. Press wiper button for wiper action.
C. Press light button for cruising in the dark.
D. Press music button to play 3 songs.
E. Handy glove compartment opens for extra storage.
F. Press brake pedal for the lights to flash.

Comes with 128 pieces!

Doll and clothing sold separately
Connects to trailer & camper!

Fun features:
- Connects to your favorite tunes with built-in wireless technology
- Cruise to your fave tunes
- Fold down hitch to take your R.V. Seeing You Camper™ with you!
- Turn wheel left or right for signal lights.
- Press to activate hazard lights.
- Press light button for cruising in the dark.
- Press wiper button for wiper action.
- Press FM radio button to turn on.
- Use the arrows to scan for your favorite tunes.
- Handy glove compartment opens for extra storage.
- Press brake pedal for the lights to flash.

Great for a friends getaway!

Pull out as a sofabed!
NEW!

Suite Star Trailer™
BD37858Z
UPC: 062243407015
Case Pack: 1

Lights work!

Fold out bed!

Glamour on the GO!

Includes 3 hangers!

Drawers open!

Attaches to My Way and Highway 4x4

Every starlet needs a suite little getaway!

Dolls, clothing and 4x4 sold separately.
Vehicles

Retro Car

Fun feature:

A  Trailer hitch attaches to OG camper (sold separately).
B  Back seat can open for your pet.
C  FM radio with 4 recorded songs.
D  Dashboard lights up. The front turn signals flash.

Road trip!

Real FM RADIO

plays all your favorites!

In the Driver’s Seat Retro Cruiser™

BD67051Z
UPC: 062243326439
Case Pack: 1

Dolls, clothing, horse, foal and 4x4 sold separately

Mane Attraction Horse Trailer™

BD37391Z
UPC: 062243345720
Case Pack: 1

Dolls, clothing and pup sold separately
Collectibles

Themes

Accessories

Equestrian

Clothing

Dolls

Extras
COLLECTIBLES

Sleepover
Everything ready for a sleepover party!

A. Sleepover Set™
BD37458Z
UPC: 062243403116
Case Pack: 12

B. Starlight Bedtime Set™
BD37456Z
UPC: 062243403093
Case Pack: 12

C. Slumber Party Set™
BD37453Z
UPC: 062243403062
Case Pack: 12

D. Nightie Night Carousel Set™
BD37457Z
UPC: 062243403109
Case Pack: 12

E. Happy Breakfast Set™
BD37455Z
UPC: 062243403086
Case Pack: 12

F. Night Table Set™
BD37454Z
UPC: 062243403079
Case Pack: 12

Fashion

A. Fine in Floral™
BD37310Z
UPC: 062243319318
Case Pack: 12

B. Oh La La Glam Set™
BD3756AZ
UPC: 062243319370
Case Pack: 12

C. Pretty Preppy™
BD37312Z
UPC: 062243319356
Case Pack: 12

D. Tickled Pink™
BD37312Z
UPC: 062243319356
Case Pack: 12

E. Bake Me Cupcakes Kit™
BD37240Z
UPC: 062243319356
Case Pack: 12

NEW!

We girls are curious, clever and ready for anything!

Themes

A. Equestrian
B. Clothing
C. Accessories
D. Extras

E. Equestrian
F. Clothing
G. Accessories
H. Extras

Functional nightlight!
Posable! Posable!
Comes with their own home!

Collectibles

NEW!

NEW!

Collect them all!

German Shepherd Pup
BD35191Z
UPC: 062243349674
Case Pack: 6

Yorkshire Terrier Pup
BD35189Z
UPC: 062243349650
Case Pack: 6

King Charles Spaniel Pup
BD35187Z
UPC: 062243349681
Case Pack: 6

Pitbull Pup
BD35193Z
UPC: 06224349759
Case Pack: 6

Basset Hound Pup
BD35192Z
UPC: 062243406056
Case Pack: 6

Pomeranian Pup
BD35188Z
UPC: 062243426276
Case Pack: 6

Scottish Terrier Pup
BD35186Z
UPC: 062243429451
Case Pack: 6

Corgi Pup
BD35192Z
UPC: 062243349674
Case Pack: 6

Golden Retriever Pup
BD35120Z
UPC: 062243406070
Case Pack: 6

Posable!

NEW!

2+

Collectibles

NEW!

2+
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6" Standing Puppy Assortment

**BD35105GZ**
UPC: 062243430396
Case Pack: 6/PDQ

Collect them all!

- **A** Toy Poodle Pup
  BD37777Z
  UPC: 062243325630

- **B** Bulldog Pup
  BD37773Z
  UPC: 062243317499

- **C** Dalmatian Pup
  BD37774Z
  UPC: 062243317505

- **D** Labrador Pup
  BD37776Z
  UPC: 062243317529

- **E** Husky Pup
  BD37755Z
  UPC: 062243312715

- **F** Chow Chow Pup
  BD35106Z
  UPC: 062243430389

6 different pups!
Paw Clothing

NEW!

6 different styles of puppy clothing!

Pets

NEW!

Take care of your favorite pet!

Paws n’ Puddles™
BD37823Z
UPC: 062243406179
Case Pack: 6
Dog sold separately

Santa Paws™
BD37824Z
UPC: 062243406193
Case Pack: 6

Trekking Tails™
BD37825Z
UPC: 062243406216
Case Pack: 6

Pirouette Puppy™
BD37827Z
UPC: 062243406254
Case Pack: 6

Lovable Lifeguard™
BD37921Z
UPC: 062243427037
Case Pack: 6

Pet Turtle Set™
BD37407Z
UPC: 062243335646
Case Pack: 12

Pet Guinea Pig Set™
BD37408Z
UPC: 062243335653
Case Pack: 12

Pet Bird Set™
BD37405Z
UPC: 062243335622
Case Pack: 12

Pet Bunny Set™
BD37403Z
UPC: 062243335608
Case Pack: 12

Pet Kitten Set™
BD37404Z
UPC: 062243335615
Case Pack: 12

Pet Ferret Set™
BD37406Z
UPC: 062243335639
Case Pack: 12
Put on your favorite pair!

- **Footwear**
  - **Glittering Fuchsia™**
    - BD37232Z
    - UPC: 062243306677
    - Case Pack: 9
  - **Roll With It™**
    - BD37379Z
    - UPC: 062243430594
    - Case Pack: 9
  - **Rainbow Rollers™**
    - BD37412Z
    - UPC: 062243464451
    - Case Pack: 9
  - **Plaid All Over™**
    - BD37219Z
    - UPC: 062243306639
    - Case Pack: 9
  - **Swim Like a Fish™**
    - BD37392Z
    - UPC: 062243306669
    - Case Pack: 9
  - **Basketball Game™**
    - BD37370Z
    - UPC: 062243430549
    - Case Pack: 12
  - **Soccer Match™**
    - BD37372Z
    - UPC: 062243430532
    - Case Pack: 12
  - **Backyard Play™**
    - BD37371Z
    - UPC: 062243430501
    - Case Pack: 12
  - **Volleyball Kit™**
    - BD37367Z
    - UPC: 062243430495
    - Case Pack: 12

- **Accessories**
  - **Bright Ideas™**
    - BD37424Z
    - UPC: 062243464482
    - Case Pack: 9
  - **Rosi Snow™**
    - BD37217Z
    - UPC: 0622433066615
    - Case Pack: 9
  - **Patent Purple™**
    - BD37222Z
    - UPC: 062243306660
    - Case Pack: 9
  - **Softball Set™**
    - BD37568Z
    - UPC: 062243430518
    - Case Pack: 12
  - **Badminton Love™**
    - BD37692Z
    - UPC: 062243430525
    - Case Pack: 12
**COLLECTIBLES**

**Retro Fashion**

_A_ Peace of Mind™
BD67024Z
UPC: 06224318168
Case Pack: 12

_B_ Love Blooms™
BD67025Z
UPC: 06224318175
Case Pack: 12

_C_ Flying Colors™
BD67026Z
UPC: 06224318182
Case Pack: 12

_D_ Just Spotted™
BD67004AZ
UPC: 062243262850
Case Pack: 12

**Retro Musical**

_A_ Rock and Tote with Records™
BD67049Z
UPC: 062243337695
Case Pack: 12

_B_ Retro Radio Station™
BD67009AZ
UPC: 062243422966
Case Pack: 12

_C_ Microphone really works!

_D_ Vintage Vinyl™
BD67029Z
UPC: 06224318229
Case Pack: 12

**NEW!**

**Themes**

- _A_ Peace of Mind™
- _B_ Love Blooms™
- _C_ Flying Colors™
- _D_ Just Spotted™
- _A_ Rock and Tote with Records™
- _B_ Retro Radio Station™
- _C_ Microphone really works!
- _D_ Vintage Vinyl™
Themes

Rafaela™
BD31230Z
UPC: 062243404953
Case Pack: 2

Malika™
BD31287Z
UPC: 062243422025
Case Pack: 4

Director’s Cut™
BD307402Z
UPC: 062243405752
Case Pack: 4

Cinema Snacks™
BD378482Z
UPC: 062243419858
Case Pack: 4

Camera’s Rolling™
BD378472Z
UPC: 062243406797
Case Pack: 4

Kathleen™
BD31288Z
UPC: 062243405445
Case Pack: 8

Winning Wardrobe™
BD30387Z
UPC: 062243405455
Case Pack: 8

OG Cinema Movie Theater Set™
BD37857Z
UPC: 062243406995
Case Pack: 1

Mienna™
BD31244AZ
UPC: 062243420748
Case Pack: 2

Mienna™ (no book)
BD31244Z
UPC: 062243405233
Case Pack: 2

Kathleen™ (no book)
BD31244Z
UPC: 062243405233
Case Pack: 2

OG Cinema Movie Theater Set™ (no book)
BD37857Z
UPC: 062243406995
Case Pack: 1

Friends, popcorn & fun movie! An awesome time guaranteed!
**Bowling**

**A** Soda Pop Sweetheart™
BD60013Z
UPC: 062243307698
Case Pack: 8

**B** Gotta Bowl™
BD67010AZ
UPC: 062243429659
Case Pack: 12

**C** Bop Til You Drop™
BD60006Z
UPC: 062243307711
Case Pack: 8

**D** Terry™
BD61007Z
UPC: 062243329546
Case Pack: 2

**E** Ruby™
BD61000AZ
UPC: 062243415300
Case Pack: 2

**F** Let it Roll! Bowling Alley™
BD67039Z
UPC: 062243346307
Case Pack: 1
Food!

A. Rayna™
BD31254AZ
UPC: 062243415706
Case Pack: 2
BD31254Z (no book)
UPC: 062243415690
Case Pack: 2

B. Jenny™
BD31173ATZ
UPC: 062243349643
Case Pack: 2
BD31173Z (no book)
UPC: 062243345836
Case Pack: 2

C. Farmer’s Market Set™
BD31797Z
UPC: 062243428133
Case Pack: 2

D. Retro Hot Dog Cart™
BD67040Z
UPC: 06224334700
Case Pack: 1

E. OG Grill Juice Bar Set™
BD75010Z
UPC: 06224352964
Case Pack: 4

F. Picnic Table Set™
BD37973Z
UPC: 06224328140
Case Pack: 2

G. Grill To Go Food Truck™
BD37869Z
UPC: 06224323008
Case Pack: 1

Themes

Equestrian
Clothing
Accessories
Extras
Themes

Reese™
BD31044ATZ
UPC: 062243285040
Case Pack: 2
BD31044Z (no book)
UPC: 062243281158
Case Pack: 2

Amalia™
BD31232Z
UPC: 062243404991
Case Pack: 2

Alpaca your Bags™
BD30619Z
UPC: 062243410725
Case Pack: 4

Unicorn Express™
BD30385Z
UPC: 062243405417
Case Pack: 8

Morning on the Move™
BD37884Z
UPC: 062243412811
Case Pack: 4

Well Travelled Luggage Set™
BD3510Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

Passenger Pets™
BD37989Z
UPC: 062243406858
Case Pack: 2

Carry On Dreaming!™
BD39002Z
UPC: 062243346321
Case Pack: 1

Alpaca your Bags™
BD30619Z
UPC: 062243410725
Case Pack: 4

Unicorn Express™
BD30385Z
UPC: 062243405417
Case Pack: 8

Morning on the Move™
BD37884Z
UPC: 062243412811
Case Pack: 4

Well Travelled Luggage Set™
BD3510Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

Passenger Pets™
BD37989Z
UPC: 062243406858
Case Pack: 2

Carry On Dreaming!™
BD39002Z
UPC: 062243346321
Case Pack: 1

Alpaca your Bags™
BD30619Z
UPC: 062243410725
Case Pack: 4

Unicorn Express™
BD30385Z
UPC: 062243405417
Case Pack: 8

Morning on the Move™
BD37884Z
UPC: 062243412811
Case Pack: 4

Well Travelled Luggage Set™
BD3510Z
UPC: 062243281271
Case Pack: 2

Passenger Pets™
BD37989Z
UPC: 062243406858
Case Pack: 2

Carry On Dreaming!™
BD39002Z
UPC: 062243346321
Case Pack: 1
A. Coral™
BD31065ATZ
UPC: 062243407251
Case Pack: 1

B. Gabe™
BD31197Z
UPC: 062243407251
Case Pack: 2
BD31065Z (no book)
UPC: 062243308589
Case Pack: 2

C. Seabrook®
BD31158Z
UPC: 062243324114
Case Pack: 8

D. Slice of Fun™
BD30241Z
UPC: 062243324114
Case Pack: 8

E. Coral™
BD31096Z
UPC: 062243413719
Case Pack: 8

F. Kayak Adventure Set™
BD37281Z
UPC: 062243309050
Case Pack: 2

G. OG Off Roader™
BD37279Z
UPC: 062243314351
Case Pack: 1

H. Seaside Beach House™
BD37980Z
UPC: 062243407251
Case Pack: 1
Extras
Awards

Awards

Ride Along Scooter™
Recommended
Parents’ Choice
Holiday Gift Guide
Family choice Magazine
See page: 128

Seaside Beach House™
Spring and Summer
Gift Guide
Toy Insider
See pages: 102

Retro Hot Dog Cart™
Spring and Summer
Gift Guide
Toy Insider
See page: 97

Sweet Step Ice Cream Truck™
Toy of the Year
Good Housekeeping
Silver Award, Award Winner
Top Holiday Toys, Gold Star Toy,
Family Fun Toy of the Year
Parents Choice Award
See pages: 131

Amelia Ann™
Professional Doll
Toy of the Year
Creative Child Magazine
See page: 26

Coral® and “Stuck in the Middle of Knowhere”™
Family Choice Award
Recommended
Parents’ Choice
See page: 23
Displays available in multiple sizes:

BDDISP14Z
Empty Acrylic Display
UPC: 062243408784
SIZE: 43.50” x 27” x 34”

BDDISP16Z
OG Podium Empty
UPC: 062243408807
SIZE: 43.50” x 27” x 34”

BDDISP17Z
Empty Acrylic Display
UPC: 062243408777
SIZE: 35” x 18” x 25”
Index

Collectibles
BD37550Z Luke Star Trailer
BD37595Z OG Rescue Ambulance
BD79995Z Grill To Go Food Truck
BD67051Z My Tiara Horse & Western Ostrich

Dolls
BD37439Z Healthy Horses Vet Set
BD37441Z Horse Grooming Kit
BD37452Z Horse Feeding Set
BD37453Z Slumber Party Set
BD37454Z Night Table Set
BD37455Z Happy Breakfast Set
BD37456Z Starlight Bedtime Set
BD37457Z Night Night Camoose Set
BD37462Z Sleepover Set
BD37463Z Fly High
BD37464Z Glow for the Glam
BD37465Z Fast as Lightning
BD37490GT Fashion Accessories Ass-Get
BD37492Z Happy Harvest!
BD37492Z Next Door Neighbors
BD37493Z Easy as Apple Pie
BD37494Z Gnome Sweet Home
BD37494Z Flutter Finder
BD37552Z Huggy Pup
BD37572Z Building Pup
BD37747Z Dakota Lion Set
BD37762Z Lekatzer Pup
BD37772Z Tip Top Pup
BD37782Z Paws n' Puddles
BD37782Z Trekking Tails
BD37782Z Fetching Friends
BD37782Z Pinette Puppie
BD37782Z Fashon Accessories Hop Ass-Get
BD37782Z Direcional Debut
BD37782Z Picture Perfect
BD37782Z Red Carpet Beauty
BD37782Z Mattees P Mundess
BD37782Z Say Cheesx!
BD37782Z Write on Cue!
BD37782Z Lovable Lifeguard
BD6094AIZ List Spotter
BD6090AIZ Rock and Tide with Records
BD6094AIZ Gotta Bow!
BD60924Z Peace of Mind
BD37025Z Love Blooms
BD37026Z Flying Colors
BD37026Z Into the Groove
BD37026Z Go to Lava the Lamp
BD37026Z Disco Beat
BD70322Z Take a Letter
BD70342Z Park Day
BD70352Z Red Cool!
BD70427Z Sweets & Treats
BD70427Z Make a Milkshake
BD70427Z Pop Pop Popcorn
BD70427Z Old Fashioned Photos
BD70492Z Retro Radio Station
BD70502Z Vintage Vinyl

Fashion Accessories Asst-Garden

Bowling

Themes
Beach
BD37421Z Rainbow Ripples
BD37422Z Bright Ideas

Food

Greenhouse Garden

Holiday

Movie Theater

Travel

Extrav
Award Winners
BD31012Z Ready to Ride
BD31062Z Racing a Rail
BD31027Z Snow Bright!
BD31023Z Candy Corn
BD31116Z Patience
BD31194Z Home
BD31254Z Keshly
BD31295Z Set of 6 Match Ball
BD31295Z Stand Alone Store
BD31295Z Store Window Display

Dioramas
BD3592P Herbarium Diorama
BD3595S Camping Diorama
BD3458S Home Diorama
BD3595P Camping Diorama
BD3595P Retro Diorama
BD3595PZ Empty Display 45”
BD3595PZ Empty Podium 45”
BD3595PZ Empty Display 35”

Clothing

Accessories

Extraordinary: The Coolest

Glow for the Glam

Horse Grooming Kit

In the Driver’s Seat Retro Cruiser

Labrador Pup

Let’s Do Lunch

Oh La La Glam Set

Pad All Over

Pet Turtle Set

Pet Bunny Set

Pet Bird Set

Pet Ferret Set

Pet Kitten Set

Pet Rabbit Set

Pet Shark Set

Puppy Love Grooming Set

Retro Diorama

Starlight Bedtime Set

Happy Harvest!

Virtual Field Trip

BD37521Z Intro To Sports

BD37521Z Fastest Pitch!

BD37540Z Woodwind Kit

BD37541Z Phys Ed Gear

BD37542Z All Set For Lunch

BD37567Z Volleyball Kit

BD37568Z Softball Set

BD37568Z Badminton Love

BD37570Z Backyard Play

BD37571Z Basketball Game

BD37572Z Soccer Match

BD37769Z Rock with The

BD37744Z Life Science Set

BD37403Z Pet Bumpy Set

BD37404Z Pet Kitten Set

BD37405Z Pet Bird Set

BD37406Z Pet Forest Set

BD37407Z Pet Turtle Set

BD37407Z Pet Guinea Pig Set

BD37421Z Rainbow Ripples

BD37422Z Bright Ideas

BD37439Z Healthy Horses Vet Set

BD37441Z Horse Grooming Kit

BD37452Z Horse Feeding Set

BD37453Z Slumber Party Set

BD37454Z Night Table Set

BD37455Z Happy Breakfast Set

BD37456Z Starlight Bedtime Set

BD37457Z Night Night Camoose Set

BD37462Z Sleepover Set

BD37463Z Fly High

BD37464Z Glow for the Glam

BD37465Z Fast as Lightning

BD37490GT Fashion Accessories Ass-Get

BD37492Z Happy Harvest!

BD37492Z Next Door Neighbors

BD37493Z Easy as Apple Pie

BD37494Z Gnome Sweet Home

BD37494Z Flutter Finder

BD37552Z Huggy Pup

BD37572Z Building Pup

BD37747Z Dakota Lion Set

BD37762Z Lekatzer Pup

BD37772Z Tip Top Pup

BD37782Z Paws n' Puddles

BD37782Z Trekking Tails

BD37782Z Fetching Friends

BD37782Z Pinette Puppie

BD37782Z Fashon Accessories Hop Ass-Get

BD37782Z Direcional Debut

BD37782Z Picture Perfect

BD37782Z Red Carpet Beauty

BD37782Z Mattees P Mundess

BD37782Z Say Cheesx!

BD37782Z Write on Cue!

BD37782Z Lovable Lifeguard

BD6094AIZ List Spotter

BD6090AIZ Rock and Tide with Records

BD6094AIZ Gotta Bow!

BD60924Z Peace of Mind

BD37025Z Love Blooms

BD37026Z Flying Colors

BD37026Z Into the Groove

BD37026Z Go to Lava the Lamp

BD37026Z Disco Beat

BD70322Z Take a Letter

BD70342Z Park Day

BD70352Z Red Cool!

BD70427Z Sweets & Treats

BD70427Z Make a Milkshake

BD70427Z Pop Pop Popcorn

BD70427Z Old Fashioned Photos

BD70492Z Retro Radio Station

BD70502Z Vintage Vinyl

Themes

Beach

BD37421Z Rainbow Ripples

BD37422Z Bright Ideas

BD37439Z Healthy Horses Vet Set

BD37441Z Horse Grooming Kit

BD37452Z Horse Feeding Set

BD37453Z Slumber Party Set

BD37454Z Night Table Set

BD37455Z Happy Breakfast Set

BD37456Z Starlight Bedtime Set

BD37457Z Night Night Camoose Set

BD37462Z Sleepover Set

BD37463Z Fly High

BD37464Z Glow for the Glam

BD37465Z Fast as Lightning

BD37490GT Fashion Accessories Ass-Get

BD37492Z Happy Harvest!

BD37492Z Next Door Neighbors

BD37493Z Easy as Apple Pie

BD37494Z Gnome Sweet Home

BD37494Z Flutter Finder

BD37747Z Huggy Pup

BD37752Z Building Pup

BD37772Z Dakota Lion Set

BD37782Z Lekatzer Pup

BD37772Z Tip Top Pup

BD37782Z Paws n' Puddles

BD37782Z Trekking Tails

BD37782Z Fetching Friends

BD37782Z Pinette Puppie

BD37782Z Fashon Accessories Hop Ass-Get

BD37782Z Direcional Debut

BD37782Z Picture Perfect

BD37782Z Red Carpet Beauty

BD37782Z Mattees P Mundess

BD37782Z Say Cheesx!

BD37782Z Write on Cue!

BD37782Z Lovable Lifeguard

BD6094AIZ List Spotter

BD6090AIZ Rock and Tide with Records

BD6094AIZ Gotta Bow!

BD60924Z Peace of Mind

BD37025Z Love Blooms

BD37026Z Flying Colors

BD37026Z Into the Groove

BD37026Z Go to Lava the Lamp

BD37026Z Disco Beat

BD70322Z Take a Letter

BD70342Z Park Day

BD70352Z Red Cool!

BD70427Z Sweets & Treats

BD70427Z Make a Milkshake

BD70427Z Pop Pop Popcorn

BD70427Z Old Fashioned Photos

BD70492Z Retro Radio Station

BD70502Z Vintage Vinyl

Themes

Beach

182/183

Bowling

176/177
Celebrating 25 years!